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Filamentary
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What are the ingredients?
gravity
plasma
B

to make a spaghetti plasma

Can you also point out other
filamentary plasma pictures

in the textbook (1997)?
Can you tell what in each picture

made them filamentary?



What part of astrophysics?
• Frontiers of astrophysics only (that are not yet well understood):

highest energy particles (e.g. of cosmic rays > 10^20eV, high energy 
neutrinos)

highest energy photons (e.g.  γ-rays up to TeV /PeV)
most violent processes (e.g.  disruptive accretion; jets)
episodic and eruptive (e. g. γ-ray bursts)
young objects (e. g. AGN, Blazars, colliding galaxies (M82), microquasars

(SS433),…)
neutron-star x neutron-star collisionà plasma plays essential role
……….

• I have no time to cover:
old objects (e.g. our galaxy, our Sun, our solar system), gravitational dominants
quiet, steady-state objects
objects where little plasma such as the Moon (“the older, the less plasma”)
single particle interacts with astronomical object  (cf. collective interaction N2 )
………..

(our textbook covers some of  both kinds)



Distinction between gravity ßà EM
• Both: range can be infinite ß Gauss law
• Strong and weak interactions: 

à range O( fermi = fm)
• Grav: no negative mass; EM:  + and –,  but can be combined; 

no magnetic monopole   è magnetic force range finite
• EM:  if combined +/- à atoms :      range O(Å)
• EM:  +/- à Debeye screening:        range O(vt /ωp )

à collisionless skindepth: range O(c/ωp)
à EM radiation infinite range

However,
• With B : fields screening removed  ß Alfven effect

mediated @ vA
: texture appears

• Collective/ violent proc.  à ephemeral struct.       or

à robust struct = wake   @ c



Examples of base processes

Parker instability
(ballooning instability) à Flux buoyancy

MRI à twisted magnetic amplification;
jet formation

Text p.158-196 Text p. 329-342



Nonlinear evolution of Parker Instability

Mass falls off along the flux tube
à Stimulate further growth of balloon
à ”overshoot”

Collaboration of gravity and plasma  + B  à nonlinear evolution (can be explosive*)  



*Explosive processes

• Cooperative process
• “vicious cycle” (or “rich gets richer process”)
• da1 / dt = γ a2 a1 ,  

da2 / dt = γ a1 a2 .
à a1, 2 ~  1 / (t0  - t)α

explodes in finite time (t0 ) to infinite amplitude

cf.     da1/dt = γ a0  a1 - β a1. 
exponentiates if a0 > β/γ



Beginning of 
structure formation

via Parker process

Consequences:
à 1. the escape of amplified B-field 

in the disk
2. pinching of plasma radially 

accentuated, forming streaks of dense 
regions

3. allow accentuated magneto-
rotational instability onset

4.  assist jet formation
5. assist accretion of clumped 

matter



Magnetic buoyancy
and twist in jets

from accretion disk

A consequence of Parker process
But we need twist in addition.



Gravity + Plasma +B
à Jet formation

buoyancy  (not much angular momentum)

More global – twist (angular momentum)
à jet



Extended structure
of jets

Text p. 356



Jet (magnetically-driven flow):

Bernoulli Eq.
energy E = const

of gravity 
potential ψ

angular freq Ω
(along the stream line)

(p. 364)

steady-state solution



Jets from BH and 
magnetic fields

Textbook p. 387



Magneto-Rotational Instability (MRI)

Balbus-Hawley (1991)

Matsumoto Tajima (1995)

Text (pp.323-353)

Accretion disk
rotating plasma
B-fields

(will discuss
filamentary 
singularity)



Growth and patterns of MRI
Accretion plasma flow
patterns:

ß θ-r plane :  δvθ –pattern
à

Fluctuations: Magnetic (δB)          
+ plasma velocity (δv)

à

Enhanced transport =
anomalous viscosity η

Next page: coupled equations for δv, δBà 2nd order ordinary diff. eq. in radial dir.

à analytical and physical solutions (even though there is an Alfven singularity exists) found



For those aficianados of math physics, enjoy the math of regular singular point 
eigen functions  (see: Matsumoto-Tajima, Ap. J. 1995)

Frobenius’
method

index s
degree of
singularity
à Nature
of filamentary
singularity

Eigenfunction
w/ singularity

Alfven
singularity

plasma

B



Solution by Frobenius Method
to the MRI eigenfunction

Normalized radial position ξ=0 is Alfven singularity
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Shear flow in the azimuthal θ
direction à
amplitude oscillations in r
(or ξ )



Anomalous 
viscosity

in accretion disk
Anomalous viscosity η ~ δB2  

~ O (αB)

δv2 ~ O( αv )

where αB ~ (δvA / Cs )2

αv  ~  (δv / Cs )2

General structure of 
anomalous transport

Here we set the classical 
viscosity ν=0 and resistivity η=0

Typical astronomical observed and
our simulational values of

α ~ 0.1



Evolution of accretion disks

• Anomalous viscosity à “growth hormone” 
of the AGN (young galaxies),               0 < α < 1

stars, Universe in general
• Feeder of matter / energy to AGN and jets

brightening and growth of AGN, jets

à Fundamentals for evolution of the Universe



Episodic transitions
of accretion disks

with B

(Quasi-)steady state accretion disks

cf.
Episodic accretion disks

“breathing” disks
transitions between the states

soft state (β >>1) 

hard state (β ~ 1)

ß
à

transitions

à

à


